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Summary: Mapping is one of the hottest and most dynamic categories on the Web. It 
has gone from being a tool exclusively for finding driving directions to a potential entry
point for local search in general. Maps are also a strategic component in building out a 
more complete local search user experience. Because the area has developed so 
rapidly, we felt the need to check in again and assess the current state of online maps,
their features and capabilities. This is a long, yet inevitably incomplete, report 
comparing the current offerings from the leading mapping destinations — America 
Online’s MapQuest, Google, Microsoft’s Windows Live Local and Yahoo! — as well as 
Amazon’s A9, which is not a major site but does have some interesting innovations. 
With mapping sites evolving at such a frenzied pace, driven by competition more than 
user demands, the question arises of whether the search/portal players have gotten 
too far ahead of consumers.  
 
When the final 2005 episode of “Saturday Night Live” aired in December, it featured a 
mock music video titled “Lazy Sunday” in which cast members Chris Parnell and Andy 
Samberg rap about going to see the movie “The Chronicles of Narnia.” One verse in 
particular, about figuring out how to get to the theater, caught our attention: 
 

Parn

Sam

Parn

Sam

Parn

Sam le 
colo

ell: Let's hit up Yahoo! Maps to find the dopest route. 

berg: I prefer MapQuest 

ell: That's a good one too. 

berg: Google Maps is the best.  

ell: Tru dat! 

berg and Parnell: Double True!  (“Double True” flashed on the screen in Goog
rs). 

This mock video indicates the degree to which online mapping has seeped into the 
popular culture and the lexicon. The insider community of pundits and developers has 
embraced the many new mapping applications, but will consumer usage patterns track 
product evolution? Or are the mapping providers getting ahead of themselves with all 
the bells and whistles they are now introducing? We believe it’s only a matter of time 
before the mainstream user population catches up.  

The Popularity of Online Maps 
“Maps are now a central part of the way search is done,” says Marc Prioleau, vice 
president of marketing for mapping technology provider Telcontar. “Local search is done 
using the map as central schema, as opposed to doing a [traditional] search, finding 
what you want, then plugging the results into a map. Now you use a map as a central 
decision-making tool, and I think that is what has made this market so dynamic.” 
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Clearly the rapid evolution of online mapping tools has contributed to their increasing 
popularity. Internet use grew 7 percent overall in 2004, according to comScore 
Networks, while traffic to online mapping sites increased 33 percent to 51.3 million 
visits. And the Pew Internet & American Life Project reported in August 2004 that 
mapping led all other online activities, including news, e-commerce and gaming.  

The Pew report investigated the overlap or substitution of online applications for 
traditional media and information sources. “The single activity where Internet use 
outweighs the offline choice illustrates the value of two important Internet advantages: 
its efficiency and a virtually limitless database,” Pew found. “A full 87% of Internet users 
look for maps or driving directions online, and they choose the online mode over offline 
mode in every measure taken.” 

As one representative user quoted in the report said: “I rarely go anywhere without 
mapping the address online anymore. If I’ve never been there, I’ll go out of my way to 
get an online map with directions or, if I’m not at a computer, I’ll call someone to do the 
online mapping and confirm the directions.”  

In late 2004, The Kelsey Group and BizRate.com (now Shopzilla) polled more than 3,900 
online consumers on a range of topics related to local search and online shopping 
behavior. The data produced a ranking of nine categories of Web sites on the basis of a 
combined index of familiarity, frequency of use and consumer loyalty. In terms of this 
index, mapping sites outranked all eight other categories — including search.  

 
Mapping Tops Search: Familiarity, Frequency, Loyalty 

 
Site Category 

 
Rank 

(familiarity, frequency 
of use and loyalty) 

Internet mapping sites 1 
General search engines 2 
Internet Yellow Pages 3 
Classified sites 4 
Entertainment information sites 5 
Shopping search sites 5 
Online travel sites 6 
Local destination sites 7 
Vertical directory sites 8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: The Kelsey Group-BizRate/Shopzilla (9/04) 

All the major portals/search engines offer proprietary mapping tools, most of which are 
supported by the same data and technology providers (i.e., Navteq, Telcontar and Tele 
Atlas). And for each of them — Google, MapQuest, Microsoft and Yahoo! — mapping has 
become a critical part of local search. It is now as heated an area of competition as 
search itself.   

Market Share and Consumer Mindshare 
Accelerated feature development not only serves to get attention (especially from the 
media) and attract usage but also to suggest future monetization strategies and 
scenarios. On the not-too-distant horizon is the integration of communication tools such 
as instant messaging/presence management, Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) and, 
potentially, pay-per-phone-call (PPCall) advertising. Microsoft already previewed such a 
hypothetical integration in a demo when it launched Windows Live Local a number of 
months ago in San Francisco.   
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Potential Integration* of Maps and VoIP Calling  
to Local Businesses 

 

 
 *A screenshot from Microsoft's Nov. 1, 2005, introduction of its Windows Live Local 
 platform in San Francisco. 

Source: Niall Kennedy (2005) 

Such integrated applications, especially involving PPCall or call tracking, help close the 
loop between search/online marketing and offline, local transactions. They also open the 
door for performance-based ad models to find their way onto the map itself. To varying 
degrees, Google, MSN and Yahoo! have already merged their mapping and local 
products. These competitors, as well as AOL, have also integrated VoIP calling into their 
IM clients. In addition, they’re all experimenting with or already implementing PPCall. 
Bring these elements together and you have a window into the future of online mapping. 

Updating MapQuest 
Among the four leading mapping sites, MapQuest is currently the least feature rich in 
terms of advanced functionality. However, it has remained the market leader during a 
time of tremendous innovation and competition among mapping providers. Google Maps, 
Yahoo! Maps and now Windows Live Local all have many more bells and whistles.  

Yet just as we are witnessing the emerging effects of brand and, potentially, habitual 
consumer behavior in the search marketplace, there may be a similar dynamic in the 
online mapping world. MapQuest has the powerhouse brand and tremendous loyalty, 
owing in part to its early mover advantage and a general user perception of quality and 
reliability. Innovation is also happening at a much faster pace than consumer adoption 
of advanced mapping tools.  
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In interviews with The Kelsey Group, MapQuest executives had previously taken the 
position that the company was happy to rely on the loyalty of its users to maintain its 
market share (as well as its innovations in wireless). The company had also said it didn’t 
need to confuse the user experience or deviate from its product strategy by integrating 
flashy but non-core functionality to compete with other mapping sites. (MapQuest 
offered aerial imagery in 2003 but dropped it because of apparent lack of user interest.) 

Mapping Market Share 
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Note: Percentages total more than 100 because users visit multiple sites. 

Source: comScore Networks (9/05) 

MapQuest has indicated more recently that it will introduce some of the bells and 
whistles it had previously avoided and even scorned. Yet the company is taking a 
cautious approach, planning to introduce advanced features carefully and methodically 
to maintain site familiarity while also accommodating the expectations of new users.  

A case in point is MapQuest’s new hybrid approach to lookups. There’s a new “one-box” 
field (“place name”) on top of more structured address fields (street address, city, state 
and ZIP). Accordingly, one can conduct a search entirely within the place name field 
(e.g., “Starbucks New York”) or parse the query in a more traditional way.  

“What we’ve been doing is managing the transition,” says Jim Greiner, vice president 
and general manager of MapQuest. “New users are accustomed to a one-box situation.”  

Greiner adds that MapQuest will roll out aerial photography “at least as good” as that 
being offered on Windows Live Local. He also says the company is actively looking to 
add three-dimensional mapping at some point. The question seems to be more about 
when rather than whether these rollouts of advanced features will occur.  

Greiner distinguishes what MapQuest is doing from Google, MSN and Yahoo!. “They’re 
consolidating toward a local search play,” he explains. “We’re not a local search play. 
Our focus is on helping people find places whether they’re commercial or 
noncommercial.”  

This may ultimately be a distinction without a meaningful difference. That’s because the 
other competitors equally argue that noncommercial data is important to consumers in 
the local market.  

The competitive dynamics driving the development of online mapping may be well ahead 
of where consumers are today. But TKG believes the emerging centrality of dynamic 
mapping in local search will eventually attract consumers en masse and benefit 
providers with feature-rich mapping sites as consumers discover and start to use maps 
in new, expanded ways (developers have already done this with so-called “mashups”).  
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New ‘Place Name’ Search on MapQuest 

 
Source: MapQuest (2006) 

In addition to a range of mashups that emerged from the Google and Yahoo! mapping 
APIs, there was a general trend in 2005 toward more visual richness and high-resolution 
photography on maps. Amazon’s A9 search engine added “block view” street-level 
photographs to its mapping tool, which many wrote off at the time as a novelty. Google 
Earth, similarly dismissed by some, brought rudimentary 3-D imagery and flight 
simulation to mapping, while the more recently launched Windows Live Local offers a 
45-degree “bird’s-eye view” of U.S. urban landscapes, which is stunning. Windows Live 
Local also integrates e-mail, IM and personalization features.  

In particular, this will be a trend that continues: more integration of visual information 
(possibly even video) with maps.  

Comparing Features and Functions 
Recognizing that these products are rapidly evolving, with some still in beta, we 
informally tested the four leading mapping engines — Google Local, MapQuest, Windows 
Live Local and Yahoo! Maps — comparing functionality, ease of use and utility. We also 
looked at Amazon’s A9, which is not a major player but does have some interesting 
features. 

We decided to search for Lombardi Sports, an independent sporting goods store in the 
Russian Hill neighborhood of San Francisco. To be ambiguous, we conducted a number 
of searches, using the term “Lombardi” and the neighborhood, the city name and/or the 
ZIP code to see how the map handled these differing local queries. We also tried some 
more obscure searches to see if they indicated any further differences in the volume and 
quality of data among mapping sites, as well as the surrounding editorial layers of 
information — ratings, reviews or other user-generated content.  

Google: Clean and Fast 
In late 2005, Google combined its Maps and Local products. The integrated offering has 
a characteristically simple interface — the least busy of all the sites examined. However, 
Google embodies the challenge or paradox of online mapping: the competitive 
imperative toward more information, more features and even advertising versus the 
need to keep the interface simple and uncluttered.  
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Google Local Search Results 

 
Source: Google Local (2006) 

One of the real innovations of Google Maps, beyond the aesthetics of the interface, was 
the introduction of the single search box. (The single box is visible when one initially 
clicks to local; two boxes often appear after a result has been obtained.) Even though it 
creates potential problems for the database and algorithm — disambiguating the query 
— it ultimately makes the map easier to use and potentially more valuable to the 
consumer.  

Google Local Profile Page 

Source: Google (2006) 
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Multiple search boxes have historically created confusion among, for example, Internet 
Yellow Pages users, which is why most sites now have only two boxes (as opposed to 
four). A single, unrestricted search box also makes it possible to conduct queries not 
historically done on mapping sites (e.g., product names and locations).  

In our Lombardi search, Google returned 10 results for the ZIP and city name modifiers. 
However, it was unable to deliver results for the neighborhood search. Beneath the 10 
organic results were two contextual ads.  

Clicking a listing launches a box with two “address” and “details” tabs. The address tab 
offers basic location and contact information, together with links to reviews (where they 
exist) and driving directions. The details tab provides additional data such as hours of 
operation and links to other Web sites that reference the store. Clicking the business 
name link in the address tab takes a user to the Google Local profile page (shown 
above). The profile page includes “reviews” and “references” (search results) with 
information from third parties and Google content providers. Additional data such as 
nearby public transportation also appear.  

The information Google has built around the map, through content feeds, database 
listings and its local algorithm, creates a rich, but relatively simple, user experience.  

Yahoo!: Feature Rich 
Yahoo! has two map-centric local offerings, Yahoo! Local and the new Yahoo! Local 
Maps, a beta product that is a likely successor to the current Yahoo! Maps application. 
(There’s also Yahoo! Yellow Pages, which links into Yahoo! Maps.) One could argue that 
multiple products risk user confusion and potentially fragment traffic for advertisers. 
However, they also offer different doorways to the same local information for users’ 
individual habits and preferences. Still, over time we would expect some consolidation of 
these local entry points.  

On the first page of results, Yahoo! Local gives users much more structured content and 
many more options than Google Local. These include numerous sort/refine options 
(distance, business name, price, ratings, neighborhood, etc.), which are valuable 
depending on the nature of the query (i.e., category vs. “name in mind” lookup). Yahoo! 
also offers features such as “send to phone,” allowing a user to send a text message 
with the listing to a mobile phone. And users can save listings in Yahoo!’s My Web 
personal directory/bookmark site. (Google captures the listing in a user’s search history, 
but that’s not obvious from its local site.) 

Impressively, Yahoo! Local was the only application among the ones we tested that 
recognized Russian Hill as a location. This capability is important because people often 
search using “real world” place names rather than official terms or boundaries. 

As with Google, clicking on the business listing takes the user to a structured profile 
page with considerable information, such as hours, featured brands and reviews. There 
are additional search options on the page, including a helpful “find nearby” feature that 
allows users to locate parking garages, ATMs, restaurants and other items or categories 
of interest. This proximity, or “layered,” search feature is one of the best aspects of 
Yahoo!’s mapping product and is something Google does not currently offer. However, 
Windows Live Local has recently added this capability (up to three layers).   

Yahoo! Local Maps beta, distinct from Yahoo! Local, is an elegant-looking product with 
some interesting features. However, it’s somewhat more confusing and is currently less 
reliable than either Yahoo! Local or Google Local. 

There are two sets of fields: “get map and directions” and “find on the map.” It’s not 
immediately clear what the relationship is between these boxes or whether all the 
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Yahoo! Local Results Page 

 

Source: Yahoo! (2006) 
 

 
Yahoo! Local Maps 

 

 
 

Source: Yahoo! (2006) 

 
information can go in a single box or must be divided. Upon closer examination, it 
becomes apparent that location goes in the “get map” box and the business name or 
category (or product query) goes in the “find” box.  

Although there are a number of useful features in the new Yahoo! Local Maps beta (e.g., 
traffic data, “send to phone” and site navigation), not all of them are self-evident. It 
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takes some testing and experimentation to expose the full range of its capabilities. 
Indeed, the proximity search function is present on the new maps beta (“browse by 
category”) but is somewhat less visible or accessible than on the current Yahoo! Maps.  

Yahoo! Local Profile Page 

 

Source: Yahoo! (2006) 

Windows Live Local: Bold but Needs Some Work 
Microsoft’s Windows Live Local, another beta offering, is the most recent and visually 
impressive entrant in the mapping arena. It also has a range of potentially useful 
advanced features, including personalization and the ability to place a “pushpin” 
anywhere on the map or use a “locate me” function as an entry point (as opposed to a 
specific address). But its standout dimension is the high-resolution bird’s-eye view aerial 
photography that, combined with the dynamic panning feature, allows users to 
move around a cityscape at fairly close range (see graphic below). The bird’s-eye 
photography, which right now covers about 25 percent of the United States and is 
provided through a partnership with Pictometry, offers a 45-degree angled perspective 
that allows one to see the street and adjacent buildings or landmarks. This is obviously 
quite a bit more valuable than the rooftop view of current satellite mapping 
photography.  

Features such as “Scratch Pad,” which allows for personal annotations, multilayered 
proximity searches and the capacity to drag the map or zoom in and out are also 
impressive. And there’s a chat feature — two people can be on MSN Messenger and in 
the same map simultaneously — that is potentially useful but for the highly advanced at 
this point.  

The site also offers the ability to create personalized maps (e.g., “Italian restaurants 
New York” or “places to go with kids in Seattle”) and save/share them with friends, 
family and colleagues. This effectively gives anyone the ability to be a mashup publisher.  
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Windows Live Local ‘Bird’s-Eye’ View 

 

Source: Microsoft (2006) 

 
 

Windows Live Local’s ‘Business Details Page’ 

Source: Microsoft (2006) 
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These are all great tools and features. But while Live Local may be blazing a trail toward 
the future of mapping, it needs to get some of the basics right first before it can expect 
significant adoption by consumers.  

When we tested it, we found Live Local wasn’t as easy to use as we expected and the 
underlying data were sometimes lacking. There were many more “no results” searches 
than on Google or Yahoo! and, almost without exception, the site asked us to 
disambiguate the city from a pull-down even when the “where”/location entries were 
places such as “San Francisco” and “New York.” There was also inconsistency using 
Firefox and Internet Explorer. However, we can expect that these difficulties are being 
identified and will be addressed in the near term.  

The individual business “details” or profile pages were quite thin by comparison to those 
offered on Google’s and Yahoo!’s sites. These pages include basic contact data, a column 
of ads, and a link to more information and Web search results. In the next version, we 
would expect ratings, reviews and user-generated content.  

Microsoft is also investigating 3-D mapping as part of its broader initiative to create a 
“visually immersive experience” for maps in the United States and abroad, according to 
Erik Jorgensen, general manager of MSN Local Search and MapPoint. And on this front, 
Live Local has certainly “raised the bar” for other mapping competitors, which now must 
determine whether to invest in higher-resolution aerial photography. As mentioned, 
MapQuest has already answered this question in the affirmative.  

A9.com: Part of the Picture 
A9 is Amazon’s laboratory for developing advanced search functionality. There has been 
almost no publicity for A9, and Amazon has done little to encourage usage (other than a 
small discount on purchases for A9 users). While A9 is something of a mystery, the 
engine has been very innovative in certain respects. One such innovation in early 2005 
was its “block view” photography, which launched as part of its Yellow Pages product. 
Block View offers street-level photography of local businesses and buildings. More recent 

A9 Maps: San Francisco 

 

Source: A9.com (2006) 
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is the Maps.A9.com product, which combines Block View’s street-level photography with 
a MapQuest mapping interface.  

Beyond the novel combination of street-level photography with a mapping interface, 
there is a “magnifying glass” cursor that can be dragged around or placed anywhere on 
the map. Strangely, this mapping functionality hasn’t been fully integrated with the 
A9/Amazon Yellow Pages product or to a lesser degree with Web search results. (Yellow 
Pages has Block View and a somewhat less dynamic version of A9 Maps.) 

The other interesting (and strange) aspect of A9 Maps is that there’s no capacity to do a 
business name lookup. In other words, one can only search with an address or for an 
intersection. For a company that believes “local search is not a solved problem,” 
according to former A9 Chief Executive Officer Udi Manber, it’s a surprise the mapping 
tool lacks this basic functionality.   

In addition to Block View, a “click-to-call” feature (provided by eStara) currently 
distinguishes A9 from the major mapping providers (but probably not for long). A click-
to-call button is prominently located in the upper right portion of the details page 
(below), which opens a separate window with a click-to-call module. We tested the 
feature to call Lombardi Sports and ask about the duration of its current sale and found 
it to be a good and generally smooth user experience.  

Yet A9 remains something of an enigma as an innovative search company that doesn’t 
have much mainstream visibility. And from external appearances, neither the company 
nor its parent Amazon appears to be that concerned, which is curious. 

 

A9/Amazon YP Search Results: Lombardi Sports 
 

 
Source: A9/Amazon.com (2006) 

 
MapQuest: Simple, Successful Formula  
As mentioned, MapQuest has the fewest frills of the major mapping competitors. But 
that will change over time as new advanced features are introduced incrementally. Its 
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speed, relative simplicity and ease of use have been a successful formula for consumers 
and MapQuest — not to mention its early mover advantage and corresponding brand 
strength.  

The site monetizes its page views with geo-contextually relevant sponsored links. Other 
than that, it sells display ads on its home page and banners on its map-level pages. 
Unlike other mapping sites, MapQuest offers no business details or profile pages. This 
may be what Greiner is referring to in distinguishing MapQuest from his competitors, 
which he says are “consolidating toward a local search play.” Indeed, the company is not 
going after local business advertisers. “Our sweet spot is national advertisers that 
advertise locally,” Greiner says.  

Until the promised advanced features make their way into MapQuest, not much can be 
done beyond basic lookups. Users can find basic address and contact information as well 
as driving directions to or from a location; they can also identify a limited group of 
businesses clustered around the location or find nearby businesses by category. There 
are no ratings, reviews or detailed profiles, and the map is basically static.  

However, one can send listings and maps/directions information to a PDA or phone. 
Mobile is an area where MapQuest is making a big push and feels it has strong 
advantages. “Mobile is very much a part of the future of MapQuest,” says Greiner. “We 
see online and mobile playing together.” 

Currently MapQuest’s mobile business model is based on subscription revenues — 
US$3.99 per month. However, Greiner suggests there might be alternative models (i.e., 
advertising), depending on how the mobile Web and wireless services developed over 
the next couple of years.  

MapQuest Results: Lombardi Sports 

Source: MapQuest (2006) 
The MapQuest user experience is simple but effective. The site is most useful for White 
Pages-style lookups. However, its lack of feature richness makes it less desirable for 
category lookups, offering little or no decision support to consumers trying to choose 
among several providers or locations.  
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Comparison of Mapping Features 

 Google  Yahoo! MSN/WLL A9 MapQuest 
Beta  X X X   
Satellite/Aerial Images X X X    
Dynamic Panning (‘Grab 
and Drag’) X X X    
Click-to-Call    X   
User Reviews X   X  
Search Fields 1/2 2 2 2 3 

Source: The Kelsey Group (2006) 
 
Searching for Landmarks 
Another informal test we performed was a landmark search. A popular local business 
(e.g., Lombardi Sports) is highly likely to show up in a local merchant database. We 
wanted to investigate the comparative strengths of these mapping sites in a common 
but more challenging situation (i.e., trip planning/tourism). Accordingly we picked 
several familiar and a few more obscure San Francisco landmarks that are tourist 
destinations to see how these sites would handle them.  

San Francisco Tourist/Landmark Lookups 

Palace of Fine Arts Yes Yes Yes No Yes 
Coit Tower Yes Yes Yes No Yes 
Golden Gate Bridge Yes  No Yes No Yes 
Crissy Field Yes Yes Yes No  Yes 

Fisherman's Wharf 

Able to locate 
businesses at and 
around 
Fisherman's Wharf Yes 

Able to locate 
businesses at and 
around Fisherman's 
Wharf  No 

Able to locate 
businesses at 
and around 
Fisherman's 
Wharf     

Golden Gate Park 

Able to locate 
businesses near 
and within Golden 
Gate Park Yes 

Able to locate 
businesses near and 
within Golden Gate 
Park No Yes 

Alcatraz 

Did not locate 
Alcatraz Island 
itself, but an 
advertiser did link 
to an Alcatraz 
Tours & Tickets site Yes 

“Alcatraz” found no 
results, but  “Alcatraz 
Island” found a 
relevant commercial 
site No  Yes 

 Google  Yahoo! MSN/WLL A9 MapQuest 

Source: The Kelsey Group (2006) 

A9 was the clear loser, offering a difficult experience that almost always failed to 
successfully resolve the query. Otherwise, the sites were fairly comparable, each 
enabling the user to find the landmark quickly and easily. Yahoo! Maps’ beta version and 
MapQuest emerged by a hair as the sites with the most accurate and comprehensive 
data for the queries tested. The traditional Yahoo! Maps was not quite as complete as 
the new beta site, however. Google was almost as effective and in some ways the most 
user friendly. Windows Live Local was also very useful and has the advantage of bird’s-
eye photography — which is a potentially significant differentiator.  
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Monetizing the Map 
Recently Google experimented with adding branding to the maps on Google Local, using 
smaller blue pushpins/balloons to identify and call out advertisers in a given category 
search. The only category and location in which we observed this was “New York hotels.” 
Corporate logos (e.g., “W Hotels”) were displayed on the pop-up modules. This was 
greeted with great fanfare by the media but is a version of what Yahoo! has been doing 
with its “brand locator” sponsorships on Yahoo! Maps/SmartView for the past two years. 
In different proximity search categories, Yahoo! has featured various brands (Holiday 
Inn, Washington Mutual, Jeep Dealers, etc.) as buttons consumers can select. In turn all 
those locations are identified within the existing map.  

These sorts of monetization scenarios are relatively unobtrusive and even potentially 
desirable to the consumer. For example, consumers enrolled in hotel or rental car loyalty 
programs would likely appreciate being able to find the locations of favorite brands on 
the map. Where is the closest Sheraton Hotel, for example, or the nearest Starbucks? In 
such cases — and there are other similar scenarios — putting advertising on the map is 
not objectionable clutter or spam but potentially useful content for the consumer.  

As in the Microsoft integrated mapping-VoIP application described above, adding PPCall 
to maps (perhaps in the form of click-to-call modules/buttons) would be similarly 
valuable and another place to put that inventory for local businesses. Indeed, this is 
probably inevitable.  

And, as in the MapQuest example (Yahoo! also does this), contextually or behaviorally 
targeted local advertising around the map itself is also now being done. Another 
example of this is HouseValues’ HomePages.com, a consumer real estate vertical. 
Banners for local Realtors surround the map-based search tool. 

Monetization opportunities also have a long way to go to reach their potential in the 
online mapping space. Ads in online mapping haven’t evolved much further than 
sponsored listings served alongside search results. Simply put, map real estate scarcity 
makes monetization a challenge; over-monetizing maps could spoil the user experience. 
So online maps will have to get creative in serving certain verticals where mapping 
makes the most sense, such as real estate, and take advantage of the advertising 
opportunities there. Brokers and agents, for example, could pay to feature logos or links 
to properties or to be featured in map margins within a specific real estate dedicated 
mapping engine. There are a few such services that already exist, including HouseValues 
and HomeGain. But there isn’t yet a real estate mapping engine offered by a major 
search portal that leverages established trust and brand recognition. If this were to 
happen, it would likely be through an acquisition. Something similar currently exists with 
Trulia, a real estate search engine that utilizes Google’s mapping technology. Look for 
comparable mashups and partnering or acquisition strategies in the next year.  

There are also opportunities for more contextualization in sponsored listings and paid 
search within online maps. To use the real estate example above, moving companies 
could be sold valuable ad inventory that will be placed in front of those buying, selling, 
or renting property. Browsable business listings, akin to those offered by IYPs, could also 
provide a more robust user experience and increase monetization opportunities. 
Yahoo!’s new local product has this, and we expect others will follow. This could 
represent an area of opportunity for partnerships with IYPs. 

Future 3-D mapping and other next-generation tools will undoubtedly offer even more 
interesting advertising possibilities. Imagine, for example, virtual billboard inventory in a 
3-D online model of New York or Paris. This gets highly speculative, but there are some 
interesting and creative — and even legally complicated — scenarios.  
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Areas for Improvement 
Although the pace of feature innovation has been rapid, there is still considerable room 
for improvement for each of the above providers, especially those still in beta release. 
Since the major mapping sites use the same data sources — Navteq and Tele Atlas — 
they share those sources’ strengths and limitations. Some limitations result from the 
current industry standard of extrapolating locations based on address ranges.  

For example, the available vector data will contain addresses within the 500 block of a 
given street, but it won’t be able to tell where on that block 475 is. This isn’t a crippling 
flaw by any means, but it is something that needs to be resolved before mapping 
applications reach their next generation or are used widely in mobile local search. It’s an 
issue one might call the “last block” problem. 

This problem makes it hard to integrate location-based services and local advertising, 
especially in downtown areas where drilling down to a block level might be insufficient.  
The biggest opportunities in this space will therefore take place at the many points of 
entry where innovations are necessary. Barriers to entry are high to compete with the 
mapping leaders/destinations. But there is undoubtedly room for competition among the 
many services, technologies and content providers that will play a part in developing the 
next generation of these tools. There is also room for other technology integration such 
as live video feeds of traffic conditions on well-traveled roads. 

One question we feel compelled to return to is: How much will consumers use these 
mapping products as entry points for local search? To some degree, this will be 
determined by how rich or useful these products become. To that end, there are 
questions about how much additional content to put on a map. Google and Yahoo!, for 
example, generate pop-up windows or “balloons” on the map. Those windows provide 
additional detail about a local business — an auto repair shop in Berkeley, California, in 
the following example.  

Auto Repair, Berkeley, CA — Art’s Automotive 
Yahoo! Maps Beta 

 

Google Local 

 

Sources: Google, Yahoo! (2006) 

Business profile pages (as discussed above) with considerable additional information 
reside just “one click down” in both cases. However, one could argue that more 
information could and should be pushed up to the level of the balloon/window.  
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At a panel discussion during TKG’s Drilling Down on Local conference last year, mapping 
providers spoke cautiously about altering the mapping interface. They were talking 
about advertising specifically but more generally about the need to keep the interface 
free of clutter. However, there is an argument to be made that more consumer utility 
and new potential advertising opportunities are created by putting additional 
functionality and/or content in the balloon itself. As discussed above, one could embed 
IM, PPCall, click-to-call, e-mail and other potential functionality into these modules.  

AdMission, for example, has a “directories” interactive module (see graphic below) that 
offers considerable functionality and room for content within a tabbed window. This is 
not to advocate this product specifically but to show that a much wider range of content 
and potential functionality can be built into the mapping interface. One could also put 
video, product photographs and e-commerce into this module.  

There is, of course, the risk that too much content on the map turns it into a kind of 
virtual Las Vegas. But it is also interesting to consider how such functionality might 
enhance both a user and potential advertiser experience. To some degree, this 
recapitulates the question of whether map-based search is about locating businesses 
(White Pages) and getting driving directions or whether it becomes a starting point for 
local search (more like Yellow Pages).  

AdMission’s ‘Directories’ Interactive Module 

 
Source: AdMission (2006) 

As with the launch of niche/vertical search engines, there is room for specialized 
mapping tools that tackle discrete problems or content areas. To some degree this was 
developed early in the proliferation of mashups that plotted housing or crime scenes on 
maps. There are also companies now trying to do this commercially in niches where the 
majors don’t necessarily do a good job. One example, New York-based HopStop, has 
taken on the last block problem within the relatively small but complex confines of New 
York City, Boston and Washington, D.C. The free service allows users to navigate the 
streets, boroughs and public transit systems of these cities in the same way other 
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mapping services navigate an interstate car route. Google is developing a similar tool 
called Transit Trip Planner, which checks bus and subway schedules. It unveiled a 
prototype of the service in Portland and will continue to test and roll it out in other U.S. 
cities (no timetable has been disclosed). 

We can expect to see a great deal more niches or verticals that plot specialized content 
on maps.  

The Bottom Line: Evolving User Expectations 
MSN’s Jorgensen said in his keynote at last November’s ILM:05 conference that the 
majority of local search may be conducted on wireless devices in the future. And all the 
mapping providers have wireless initiatives. (We won’t explore them here to avoid 
adding substantial length to this report.) It’s an arena of intensifying development and 
competition as a range of companies prepare for a day when Jorgensen’s prediction 
becomes reality. However, the general challenges of the mobile market apply equally to 
mapping on mobile devices: slow networks, small screens and the challenge of the 
interface. Maps, by their nature, require richer visual interfaces to provide value.  

As varied and rich as the current state of online mapping is, the major providers have 
really only begun to take maps as far as they could ultimately go. There is considerable 
room for innovation and creativity — and potential opportunity — for those that can 
address or help solve mapping’s current challenges. There is also opportunity for map-
based verticals (real estate, travel, shopping, classifieds, etc.) that build a rich user 
experience around maps.  

Competing directly with Google, MapQuest, Windows Live Local and Yahoo! in general 
purpose mapping will be extremely difficult if not impossible. But third parties in the 
local arena, including verticals, directory publishers and newspapers, don’t necessarily 
have to. They can (and ultimately must) take advantage of the open APIs and related 
opportunities to build their own local products on top of the mapping infrastructure the 
major players have created.  

Yahoo! et al. have raised the bar for the online mapping experience, and third parties 
are almost compelled to use these tools to meet emerging user expectations. That again 
raises the question of what the precise user expectations associated with maps are. 
Today mainstream users have not caught up with the pace of innovation and current 
level of advanced functionality being offered. But rest assured they eventually will.  
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